INTRODUCTION
Genome annotation, the computational prediction of unknown genes, regulatory regions and gene function at different levels from biochemical to phenotypic ones, has emerged as a central challenge of bioinformatics. Currently, the amount of sequence information doubles every seven months. Although a variety of tools for genome annotation have been developed to analyze this vast pool of data, there is still a need for new tools to provide detailed annotation and characterization of gene regulatory regions, particularly transcription factor (TF) binding sites (TF sites). An ample amount of experimental information about single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in regulatory gene regions has accumulated in GenBank (1), EMBL (2), HGMD (3), dbSNP (4), HGBASE (5), ALFRED (6) and OMIM (7) . Genome variations in regulatory gene regions may manifest as either the complete elimination of the existing natural TF site (8) or the appearance of a new, spurious TF site (9) , often in quantitative alterations of TFbinding efficiency (10, 11) . Since the process of transcription in eukaryotes involves a number of transcription factors, very few SNPs or genome variations in regulatory gene regions may result in variations of the expression patterns of many genes. Therefore, mutations in regulatory gene regions may cause a wide spectrum of phenotypes ranging from an increased risk of developing a disease to the degree of severity of a disease.
To search for TFs that bind to specific DNA sequences, researchers use software packages such as MatInspector (12) , which approach TF site recognition based on the textual similarity of DNA analyzed to the known experimentally identified TF sites. However, many experiments (8, 13) have demonstrated that a mutation-altered TF site cannot be reliably recognized by only its textual similarity to known TF sites. Recently, some new approaches aimed at TF site annotation were investigated. Some of them take into account the additional knowledge on how a particular TF binds to DNA (13, 14) or how tissue-specific transcription regulation is performed (15) . Also, the methods used for cross-species sequence comparisons, phylogenetic footprinting, have been adopted to identify TF sites (16) .
Based on new trends in TF site analysis, we have developed a computational system, rSNP_Guide (17) (18) (19) , and adapted it to genome annotation. The main idea of our approach to TF site annotation is to include both sequences of known TF-sites different types (not only of the type investigated) and available experimental data on alterations in binding of mutated DNA to unknown TFs. This work focuses on the annotation of potential TF sites using models of experimentally characterized altered TF sites derived by rSNP_Guide system for recognizing TFs relevant to the known TF site. Based on 20 TF sites with known alterations in TF binding to DNA, we localized 245 potential TF sites in homologous genes. For these potential TF sites rSNP_Guide estimates TF-DNA interaction according to three categories: 'present', 'weak', and 'absent'. The significance of each assignment is statistically measured. The rSNP_Guide is available through the web, http://util.bionet. nsc.ru/databases/rsnp.html.
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS AND DATABASE CONTENT
In this work, the previously described rSNP_Guide method (17) has been applied to the annotation of potential TF sites of the same type and at the same location in homologous genes.
The rSNP_Guide method takes a set of known transcription factors and theoretically evaluates them for their ability to bind altered DNA, resulting in vectors of scores. Experimental data describing mutation-caused alterations in DNA binding to unknown TF are formalized, resulting in vectors of values. Theoretical and experimental vectors of values are compared using a Euclidian distance measure. Assignment of the TF from the theoretical set is then performed for the binding site of interest, which has been altered by mutation. For a given TF site with known SNP-disease association, when it is correctly predicted by rSNP_Guide, all the theoretical and experimental vectors are documented in the database, rSNP_Report (17) . From this report-entry, the corresponding Java applet addressed to examining the phylogenetic footprints of this known TF site is automatically generated and stored in the knowledge-base, rSNP_Tuning.
In application of rSNP_Guide in annotation of potential sites in homologous genes, the following protocol was implemented. DNA sequence from a homologous gene is considered as an altered TF site, respective to the set of sites used to train rSNP_Guide. For these potential TF sites, rSNP_Guide estimates TF-DNA interaction according to three categories: 'present', 'weak' and 'absent'. The significance of each assignment is then statistically measured. The results of annotation of potential TF sites are documented in the TFsite_Annotations database.
Based on 20 TF sites with known alterations in TF binding to DNA, we have localized 245 potential TF sites in homologous genes. For these potential TF sites rSNP_Guide estimates TF-DNA interaction according to three categories: 'present', 'weak' and 'absent'. The significance of each assignment is statistically measured. Figure 1 exemplifies the database TFsite_Annotations entry. This entry documents an annotation result obtained in the case of the SNP À20C/A, found in the promoter of human angiotensinogen gene (AGT) which is associated with an increased risk of primary hypertension and may lead to progressive renal disease (20) . It was shown that transcriptional activity of reporter constructs containing human AGT promoter when nucleotide A is present at À20 is increased on cotransfection of an expression vector containing human estrogen receptor-alpha coding sequence in HepG2 cells followed by estrogen treatment (21) . Based on this data, rSNP_Guide predicts that estrogen receptor (ER) preferably binds to this region of the promoter when nucleotide A is present at À20. This prediction is consistent with experimental results (21) . The complete set of the initializing experimental data, intermediate computation estimates, and final prediction is documented in a previously introduced database, rSNP_Reports (17) . Now we have generated a Java script applet devoted to the precise examination of the phylogenetic footprints of these sites, http://util.bionet.nsc.ru/databases/ rsmp_tuning_m001.html.
This case demonstrates the high sensitivity of rSNP_Guide in detecting potential TF sites. For example, the mutation À20C>A in the human AGT gene affects only one nucleotide of the palindrome GGTCAnnnTGACC, which is known as a consensus of the estrogen responsive element (ERE) sequence. However, most estrogen-regulated genes contain imperfect, non-palindromic EREs (22) . This could be why MatInspector (12) , with its default thresholds, does not predict this spurious ERE in both the normal human AGT promoter and the hypertension risky one.
Two genes orthologous to the human AGT gene were found in the EMBL databank, both in the rat and the mouse. Figure 1 shows the result of a comparison of the rat promoters with human AGT promoter in the region between TATA box and transcription start. Binding of ER to this region of AGT genes in the rat is assigned by rSNP_Guide at the same level ('weak' significance level À0.0025) as binding of the ER to the human AGT promoter with nucleotide C at À20 (21) . At the same time, other assignments of ER binding can be considered at the lower significance level: 'present' at 0.005, 'absent' at 0.05. In the case of mouse, the annotation result was similar, http: //util.bionet.nsc.ru/databases/TFsite_Annotation_m001m.html. The coexistence of the three contradictory predictions is consistent with the approach developed for the rSNP_Guide. This is reflected in the experimental studies of TF-DNA binding, where contradictory observations are commonplace due to a variety of experimental conditions and methodology, particularly of different sensitivity of experimental procedures. Our prediction of 'weak' binding of ER to the rat AGT promoter is consistent with the experimental results of the effect of co-transfection of the orphan receptor Arp-1 on estrogen-induced activity of reporter constructs containing human and rat AGT promoters (23) .
We are looking forward to extending the variety of TF site types involved in the rSNP_Guide analysis. We are also planning to improve the automation of the system and to upgrade the user interface to make our approach for TF site annotation more convenient.
AVAILABILITY
The novel rSNP_Guide version can be accessed at http:// util.bionet.nsc.ru/databases/rsnp.html. Please email all rSNP_Guide comments, corrections and requests to Dr Julia Ponomarenko (jpon@bionet.nsc.ru; Tel: þ7 3832333119; Fax: þ7 3832331278). No inclusion of the rSNP_Guide into other databases is permitted without explicit permission of the authors. We kindly ask that this article be cited when reporting results based on rSNP_Guide usage.
